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CIRSE 2019 NOW AVAILABLE ON DEMAND

More than 7,100 medical professionals flocked to Barcelona to join
us for an outstanding CIRSE 2019. The congress’ comprehensive
programme once again covered all aspects of interventional
radiology, including a host of scientific sessions updating attendees
on the latest data from all relevant studies and trials. If you did not
have the chance to attend the congress or would like to revisit a
topic, you can now watch CIRSE 2019 sessions and symposia on
demand via the CIRSE Library.

Submit your abstract for ECIO 2020

ET – The future of embolotherapy

Share your work with IO colleagues from
around the world by submitting your
abstract for the European Conference on
Interventional Oncology 2020! Scientific
and educational abstracts as well as case
reports will be accepted. Click here to
find out more and watch a video featuring
researchers sharing their experience of
presenting at ECIO 2020!

We caught up with some of the
key physicians whose dedication to
embolotherapy made the success
of the first European Conference on
Embolotherapy possible. We also talked
to representatives from some of the
conference’s most important industry
partners to get their take on where the
field of embolotherapy is heading. Watch
the video to find out more!

ESIR course on tumour ablation in
Innsbruck/AT

CIRSE Library topic package on
women’s and men’s health

Join the two-day ESIR course on reliability
in percutaneous tumour ablation from
Dec. 12-13 in Innsbruck, Austria for a
comprehensive overview of the currently
available devices and techniques in the
field! The lectures will be followed by
hands-on device training sessions, live
cases, image fusion training, and plenty
of time for discussions with the experts.
Sign up by Oct. 18 and save up to 32% in
registration fees!

IRs cover a wide field of pathologies
in women’s and men’s health, applying
a great variety of interventional
techniques. Knowledge of anatomical
structures, indications, risks and possible
complications is key to successful treatment
in addition to a thorough understandings
of all available embolic agents. Browse our
latest CIRSE Library package including an
expert video on this important topic!

Winning article of the CVIR Editors’
Medal

Most read CVIR Endovascular papers

This year, the prestigious CVIR Editors’
Medal was awarded to Martijn R. Meijerink
and Robbert S. Puijk et al. for their study on
thermal ablation and chemotherapy for the
treatment of small unresectable colorectal
liver metastases. Read the winning article
here!

CVIR Endovascular’s research impact is
reflected in the high number of accesses
and downloads its articles have received
thus far. CVIR Endovascular provides
free access to the entirety of its content,
resulting in worldwide dissemination of
accepted papers. Read the most popular
articles here!
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